Yesterday, at the press conference, the teenager’s favourite influencers were interviewed by a journalist. The subject of the statements was web safety and the authors’ responsibility for the content appearing on the Internet. Journalists often asked difficult questions, revealing the most significant disadvantages of the film business.

Information for gamers (YouTubers):
In this scene, you are at a press conference on recent events and the tragedy that is the axis of the game. Answer the questions asked by the media audience. Try not to shout over, although you may differ in your opinion. Keep the character of your characters! The patostreamer will not talk culturally with journalists.

Information for facilitator:
Moderate the press conference. Give the voice. Watch the passage of time. The scene should last up to 20 minutes. After the scene ends, announce the break and inform the Audience that they have time to post on the Facebook group with headlines and fragments of comments after the press conference.

Audience as a journalist (Non-Player Characters):
Ask questions about current game events. Before each question, think of what media you can be from and give their name to YouTubers.